Performance Space

Open up the building to interface with
the spaces around it

Celebrate
Events!

Tiny Jane Jacobs:
’The city needs aged
buildings, mixed primary
uses and concentration’“

Cafe / Restaurants enliven the
colonnade

Shops / Cafes /
Restaurants activate the
ground floor / basement

Tram Stop
Spill out Space to activate the
Street
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Extreme rides
VEGAS style..

Light projection reflecting and showcasing
Birmingham festivals, events, seasons and
culture

Events space, DJ booth with sound
system on top deck

Glazed viewing pod with observation
decks and glazed floor

Activity tower/wall
for extreme sports
- climbing absailing,
zipwires, bungee

Glazed external lifts as
viewing experience

Local art installation - showcasing light
+ art /sculpture

Double height panoramic viewing gallery
Design interventions to
accommodate a highly
sustainable activities centre.

Solar panels on south facing facades
External climbing wall

Rainwater harvesting
Active ground floor with views into
bouldering rooms and cafe/restaurant

Childrens fairytale and
story telling tower in the
heart of the community

Tower that was once
a sign of wealth, now
focus for community
and family activity

Outdoor theatre and popup
platforms to host indoor and
outdoor plays, events and
story telling

Garden space for
events and family
entertainment

Roll down screens allow for additional
visuals to support the performance,
this may include subtitles for the
performance or for it to be signed.
It may include visuals for the music
concert or could double up as an
outdoor cinema

Installation of disco-ball at
the top of the arch to shine
light over Centenary Square
and the audience

Facade modifications to Baskerville House
to supplement the existing cultural offerings
on Centenary Square, the supplement the
existing Library, Symphony Hall, International
Convention Centre and REP Theatre

Existing archway opened
up to create multi-purpose
performance space,
suitable for theatre, dance
performances, public
speeches and music concerts

Audience area within
Centenary Square, with space
for additional facilities including
street markets and bars

